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PAINTING
WITH FILM

Avery Dennison Facade Film
®

Revitalise, restyle, redecorate
Avery Dennison® Facade Film brings fast, clean
and easy redecoration to a vast range of residential
and commercial projects. You can create a truly
professional finish overnight, with minimum disruption
to building owners, users and neighbours.
Designed for the demands of outdoor application and
exposure, this premium film offers durability of up to 10
years and conformability in one single layer - contouring
smoothly around curved and irregular surfaces. With high
adhesion on difficult building substrates such as plastics,
aluminium, uncoated/coated steel and reinforced facade
panels it offers an excellent alternative to paint.
Select from the standard colour range, or specify a
custom colour (RAL, Pantone®). The impact is dramatic

- delivering a revitalised building and significant financial
savings of up to 25% over the economic life of the project,
compared with conventional solutions.
KEY FEATURES
>>90 micron single layer solution
>>Excellent conformability
>>Up to 10 years durability
>>Permanent adhesion - no primer required
>>Broad application and service temperature
>>Fire classification to European standards
>>Custom colour match
KEY BENEFITS
>>Conforms over curved & irregular surfaces,
for a smooth paint-like finish
>>Efficiency - fast, clean application with minimal
disruption and downtime
>>Aesthetic appearance maintained for up to 10 years
>>Cost effective solution versus conventional paint
>>Unique custom/branded colour & finishes for
building owners
RECOMMENDED USES
>>To restyle, refurbish, brand or decorate commercial, retail
and residential buildings
>>Designed for exterior building facades, window frames,
door frames & panels.
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Features

Benefits

90 micron single layer solution with
no drying time

Faster, cleaner and more efficient application (vs. paint). Minimum business disruption
and downtime

High durability

Avoids frequent refurbishment projects - lasts up to ten years (five years for metallics)*

Highly durable single layer solution

Cost effective solution, offers up to 25% financial savings over the economic life of the project

Highly conformable, suitable for
application to curved or irregular
surfaces

Attractive, smooth finish - with exceptional dimensional stability

Permanent adhesion

Remains in place on building substrates that include plastics, aluminium, uncoated/coated steel,
reinforced facade panels and HPL - with no primer required

Broad application and service
temperature range

Can be applied in different weather conditions, in high humidity (rain, fog, etc), and onto
substrates down to 0º. Survives service temperatures of -50ºC to +110ºC

Protects surfaces against decay

Avoids costly deterioration such as fading, damp and UV light. Makes building facades and
window frames last longer

Fire-resistant

Meets fire certification EN13501-1, B-s1, d0

No volatile components or vapours

No discomfort from odours for applicators or building users

Wide choice of colour &
finish options

Standard colours and metallics plus fast custom colours (including RAL, Pantone®). High gloss,
lustre and matt finishes

ICS Platinum Warranty

Peace of mind for building owners (subject to warranty Terms & Conditions)

Architecture training and Installer
Certification (Specialist Facade)

Theoretical and practical modules available to master application techniques - reliable results for
owners and new business opportunities for installers

* Durability can be extended with the use of over laminates. Consult your Avery Dennison technical contact for more information.

STANDARD COLORS
Product

Ral

Item number

Product

Ral

Item number

FF Ruby Red Gloss

Ral 3003

CD2570262

FF Umbra Grey Gloss

Ral 7022

DK2590251

FF Wine Red Gloss

Ral 3005

DK2610261

FF Umbra Grey Lustre

Ral 7022

CD1710252

FF Wine Red Lustre

Ral 3005

CD1180262

FF Jet Black Gloss

Ral 9005

CE1180262

FF Green Blue Gloss

Ral 5001

DK2630011

FF Grey Aluminium Gloss

Ral 9007

CD9160262

FF Signal Blue Gloss

Ral 5005

DK2620011

FF White Aluminium Gloss

Ral 9006

CD2520262

FF Saphire Blue Gloss

Ral 5003

CD9170262

FF Cream Gloss

Ral 9001

CD9310262

FF Steel Blue Gloss

Ral 5011

DK2600011

FF Cream Lustre

Ral 9001

CD1820262

FF Bottle Green Gloss

Ral 6007

CD2300262

FF Pure White Gloss

Ral 9010

CD9480262

FF Fir Green Gloss

Ral 6009

CD9050263

FF Pure White Lustre

Ral 9010

CD1800262

FF Anthracite Grey Gloss

Ral 7016

CD9470262

FF Traffic White Gloss

Ral 9016

DK2580261

FF Anthracite Grey Lustre

Ral 7016

CD1790262

FF Black Grey Gloss

Ral 7021

CD2720262

More information about Facade Film and Trainings ‘how to apply’ can be found
on our website www.graphics.averydennison.eu/facade
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